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C N ENTS 

rmrrm 
22-24 RUN DMCt Jumping up and down in the streets blethering a load of 

guff like "chill" and "ill" and “wack"!!? 
29 ULTRA VOX^Sitting perfectly still,^being annoyed^by wogmen and 

36-37 DID 1 REALLY SAY THAT?: Whisking back in time to the days 
abominable nonsense best left forgotten. But we ve remembered!! 

40-41 OMD: Eating chocolate hundreds and thousands with a fish slice! Or 
something... 

44-45 U2: Leaning against a swanky white pillar and looking "mean"! 
54-56 PET SHOP BOYS: Playing “live” at the MTV awards in America and 

being presented with a useless glass dumbell called "Infinity". 
60-61 HISTORY OF THE RECORD: Delving into the “archives' to 

discover the very first black thing with a hole in it. 
66-67 PSYCHEDELIC FURS: Hallucinating about planes, wearing 

women's “undies" and being fancied by Janice Long! 
72-73 THE “ANTI-SMACK” CAMPAIGN: Can a group of pop stars with 

a dodgy name do anything about the problem of drugs? 
88 DAVID BYRNE: Of Talking Heads! On the back page! 

Priests! Madness! Pervs! Madonna! The Christians! The Bible! 
19 RSVP: "Brim"full of buddies! 
30 “HAPPENINGS”: Sweaty armpits ahoy! 
34 CROSSWORD: Far too hard for the likes of you, matey! 
47 SINGLES:GaryNuman! UB40!Paul “Young”! Sir William 

48-50 REVIEW: Books about Dame David Bowie and Lord Tina 
Turner. Rims with Sean Penn and Divine 

62 YOUR STARS (?): A “world" “famous" “astrologer" “writes". 
75 STAR TEASER: Teasin' n' squeezin' n'... wheezin’ n'... (Sniiip/) 

77-79 LETTERS: Lots of letters just like these - b. n, z, f. 1... (Haw haw.) 
86 MUTTERINGS: Guess what? Correct! 

2 PAUL “YOUNG”: Wonderland 
12 MADONNA: True Blue 
16 HOWARD JONES: All 1 Want 
20 MICHAEL McDONALD: Sweet Freedom 
20 MARTI WEBB: Always There 
27 IRON MAIDEN: Wasted Years 
32 PET SHOP BOYS: Suburbia 
32 QUEEN: Who Wants To Live Forever 
33 AMAZULU: Montego Bay 
39 TIMEX SOCIAL CLUB: Rumors 
42 MEATLOAF: Rock'n'Roll Mercenaries 
53 LOOSE ENDS: Slow Down 
59 BILLY IDOL: To Be A Lover 
65 ELTON JOHN: Heartache All Over The World 

68 U|4|. All 1 Want To Oo 
75 OMD: (Forever) Live And Die 
81 CYNDI LAUPER: True Colors 
84 ROBERT PALMER: Discipline Of Love 
85 A-HA: 1 've Been Losing You 

• Cowan Pot Shop Boys by Andy Catlin • Volunto 8 Numbor 20 
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the highly unusual i 

as they've finished it; they’re re-recording i 

itruments twiddling away in the background. B 
are visions of The Rying Pickets, let Bitz tell yi 

• Pickets as Bitz does to Samantha 

'moretrothers, Ke< 
ccording to Garry, tht 
ire you-ahem, bald? 

t before you start having 
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But will Madness simply reform after a couple of years? 
“Probably,” laughs Suggs,.“but I hope nc. 
“Only that we all grew up in a different w 
Sniff. It’s almost more than Bitz can bear, 

portals of “time”... 

' And any regrets? 
iy," he says, a touch sadly, 
o let us fwisk back through the 

MADNESS R.I.P. 
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the brand new single 

initial 7" quantities 
include five page 
photo booklet 
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RUN DMC: 
• In other words they’re quite good, 
pretty cool and rather relaxed. But 
they’re also tough, loud-mouthed New 
Yorkers and, according to lead “rapper” 
Run, are “the biggest thing ever right 
now”. Ro Newton isn’t about to argue. . . 



AND CHILLED OUT. 
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NEW 7" AND 5TRACK 12" SINGLE 

THINK FOR A MINUTE 
NEW VERSION 

GOD 13, GODX13 

AUTUMN TOUR!! 
Sept 30 BIRMINGHAM Powerhouse 

Oct 2 LIVERPOOL Playhouse 

3 MANCHESTER Slossky's 

4 SHEFFIELD University 

5 NEWCASTLE Mayfair 

8 BRIGHTON Top Rank 

9 LONDON Kilburn National Ballroom 

12 BRISTOL Studio 

13 CARDIFF University 

16 WATERFORD The Bridge 

17 DUBLIN Olympic 

18 TRALEE Horans 

20 BELFAST Queens University 

22 GLASGOW Barrowlands 

23 ABERDEEN Ritzy 

24 EDINBURGH Assembly Rooms 

27 HULL City Hall 



HOW MUCH CAN HEROIN 
COST YOU? 

It can cost you your health. 

It’s not long before heroin costs you far more than just money. 
It'll cost you your friends, your job, your possessions and 

your family. 
You’ll even endure serious illness rather than go a few hours with¬ 

out the stuff. 
So even if a friend offers you heroin for nothing, tell them the 

cost is too high. 

HEROIN SCREWS YOU UP 



IRON MAIDEN # WASTED YEARS 



Paul Hardcastle 

The Wizard 
THE THEME FROM 

NEW SINGLE 
’ & 12" EXTENDED VERSlOf 



For a year and a half an awful lot of people have been biting their ndffls 
and panting in anticipation and wringing necks in exasperation - 

y&i , waiting for tlie return of ... 

ULTRAVOX 

Wait no more, foi* they’re back! BACK! With a spanking 
new single, “Same Old Story”, .and a new LP, “U-Vox”, 
to follow. Hurrah. But why did they desert us all for so 

fong in thevfirst place? 
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PRODUCED BY BOB CLEARMOUNTAIN AND JIMMY I0VINE - 12" CONTAINS EXTENDED ‘B’ SIDE | 
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THE ART OF NOISE. 
ATCRAFTYMCES 



DID I REALLY SAY 
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“HYPER HYPER SUPER 

That’s what OMD reckon people think they oughtto go round saying. But in 
fact, they explain to Chris Heath, they’re just two normal blokes who worry 

about whether their songs are “cheesey” and go a bit pink when you mention 
the £700 suits gathering dust in their wardrobe. . . 

"W! 
i’ve had quite a funny 
areer really,” sighs 

Andy McCluskey of 
■al Manoeuvres In The 

it’s nice that we’re still 

ns weVe feltenflat on 

Indeed they have, as we shall 
see by swirling dizzily back in 
time to the very beginning of 

rocks and fossils in an old chest- 
of-drawers in his parents’ house 
- and of having a Steve Harley 
and Cockney Rebel scrapbook. 

Humphreys, who was 
..London but moved to 
the Liverpool area when he was 
three Jared little better -^as a 

making things-Anything - a 
habit he was unfortunately 

“Once my mother let me cut 
up the kitchen table,” he 
remembers guiltily, “because I 
convinced her I could make 

Arountfthe age of 10 or 11 
these two slightly strange 
children-who’d avoided ea< 

at school 

stand on the school stage during 
the lunch'hour on display to the 
rest of the school. Fortunately,” 
he says, “we didn’t get an 

After this meeting they each 

that time neither of them 
particularly had any great 
ambition to be pop stars but 
then Andy’s first ’‘true love” 

money from all his family for 
his next birthday and ran down 
to the second hand music shop, 
spending £27 on the only bass 
they had (ignoring the fact that 
it was a left-handed one, which 

his huge frizzy hairdo, wearing 
equally gruesome trousers: “36” 
bags with an eight button 

must have been sligufy ** 
impressed because he got Andy 
to join a group called Equinox 
which some of his friends had 

them also branched out 
occasionally and played in 
another fHemTsgroup. 

A with the equally bizarre 
name of The Id (a term 

borrowed from Freudian 
psychoanalysis referring to the 

wrong: their first single, a 

calW“E!ecWcit/^goUhemg 

single, the rather dodgy “Red 
Frame/White Light” - “that wa 
a bit cheesey,” admits Andy - 
-*“,ir third 

SX2 

Pretty soon they’d had loads 
more hits and three very 
successful albums. Nothin** it. 
seemed, could go wrong, f 

people would buy it anyway. 
But they didn’t and OMD 
soared straight down pop’s 

b<Lots of'groups might have 
called it a day at that point but 

another album^'Junk Culture” 
suddenly had lots more hits, 

SWfeem"^ 
Cheerfully they zipped off to 
record the next album, “Crush”, 
which - tada tada - sent them 
with depressing speed straight 
back down the dumper. 

Thappened. America, which 
for several million years 

had dismissed OMD as wimpy 
English synth pop rubbish, 
suddenly decided that OMD 
were rather good after all. From 

Paufand Andy^uddenly found 
songs like ‘Tf You Leave” - 
their contribution to the film 
Pretty In Pink which couldn’t 
even make the Top 40 over here 

Not that they were quite as 
pleased as youjd have thought. 

their lack of popularity at home, 
and also worried that, because 
they always thought that 
successful groups in America 
were old and boring and had 
been “put out to pasture there 

laughs Andy, “that America 
had changed, not us.” 

And as for Britain, OMD 
admit that they seem to have a 
bit of an “image” problem. 
“Everyone seems to think we’re 
really boring;” says Andy, 
pointing out (quite correctly, as 
it happens) that they’re not. But 
at least they’ve got back in the 

Die)” even if they’re still 
squabbling a little bit about 
that. 

“Usually on an album we 
write most of the songs together 
but I write some on my own and 

explains Andy. The single is one 

of Paul’s and wi 
honesty Paul^himsefthin|s that 

ourselves down,” he sighs. 

air of confidence: 'it’s great, buy 
it!’ People expect you to be 
h\ p< i -uper-whoopy-doo- 

“We thought we would be 
normal and people would re^r. 
us,” he explains, “but people 
didn’t want us like that. We 

thoug^wl fe1- 
weird and; 

Rolls Royce. I’ve just got a 

cottage,” he points out. The only 
time the two of them ever wen" 

discovered designer clothes a 
couple of years back. 

“Now I can kit myself out for 
£100 to £150,” says Andy, 
“that’s probably about a tenth of 

embarrassed and angry 
thinking about it now. I’ve got 
suits that I’ve worn twice that 
cost me £700. Would you like to 
buy a cheap, bright red Paul 
Smith suit..?” 

Suddenly he realises that all 
this moping doesn’t make this 

don’t want people to think I’m a 
really boring '1-hate-life-and- 
want-to-sulk-in-' ’ ’ 

travel round the world free, 
someone pays for my air tickets 

looking girls come up and kiss 

better than working at the 
Customs and Excise in 
Liverpool checking pest control 
permits on 300,000 goatskins 
(his old job).” And, he says, 
OMD have finally come to 

SuSciSs^intertaining 

Pe°Pm quite chuffed really,” he 





Rock’n’Roll 
Mercenaries 



They know a bank account used property I It gives you a bigger branch network than all the 
can make them better off. other banks put together 20.000 in post offices the length 

And that a Girobank account does more than just give and breadth of the country, 
them cash around the clock from a hole in the wall. . , Most imPortant|y’it s completely free as long 

Banking with Girobank is simple and 1 g as you re in credit 
straightforward. \ ff *570'/FIDQiJbJ And what's more, when you open your account 

It gives you long hours during the week V you'll get a free £5 record token on us. 
and Saturday mornings to cash cheques or pay \ So get smart. Get ahead with Girobank, 
money into your account. I T' S SIMPLY MORE CONVENIENT 





ULTRAVOX 
SAME OLD STORY 

r « 12" (EXTENDED VERSION) 
(LIMITED EDITION PLASTIC SLEEVE) 

OUTNOW 
UV4 UVX4 



REVIEW 1 
SINGLES 

REVIEWED BY IAN CRANNA 
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W wi foh fro/n 
ftnuice 

Snootling around in big black cars with TVs in, being accosted by 
religious loonies shouting “video stars are evil!”, getting presented with 

glass dumbells called “Infinity”. . . it’s all happening to the Pet Shop Boys 
now they’re famous in the USA. They’ve sold zwillions of records and have 
a gigantic neon “Pet Shop Boys” sign on Sunset Boulevard - but Chris Lowe 
remains unimpressed by it all and the only thing Neil Tennant wants to do 
is go mad in an old castle in Italy. Well! Simon Mills reports from Los Angeles. 

LOOK! &re, 
Behind that bush!... it's Robert 
Palmer having a pee!” An English 
record company person is getting 
very excited indeed. You see, not 

forked out $150 dollars for a ticket) to 
the MTV Video Awards and the 
ensuing after-bash party here in L.A. 
(man), he’s also managed to spot 
somebody very famous doing 
something very, urn, “naturar. Just 
wait till the guys in the office back 
home hear about this. 

While poor old Robert fumbles with 
his trousers, the assembled party 
turn and search for another pop star 

t0 ‘^Uxfkflhere's one of the Pet 
Shop Boys," squawks a teenage girl 
and dashes off foward Neil Tennant 
clutching her MTV programme and a 
pen. She’s beaten to it by a middle 
aged woman who explains to Neil "I 
don't know who you are but could 
jfou please sign here otherwise my 

This rather ignorant lady is the 
exception rather than the rule - for 
almost everyone else in America has 
heard of the Pet Shop Boys and they 
seem to be especially popular here 
in California. Whilst she's waiting 
patiently for her turn, the eager 

that, along with ''Day-pesh-ay” 
Mode, "the Pet Shop Boys are the 
hottest thing in America right now." 
This is true. Their LP, “Please”, has 
sold over a million copies and “West 
End Girls” was a number one hit. 
They've been asked to write a couple 
of songs for Steven Spielberg's new 
film Inner Space. They might be 
doing the r—-‘-*- 

an soft drink commercial. 

They've been nominated as Bfco. 
New Band Of The Year by MTV. And 
they’ve been asked to perform live at 

_Palladium disco in New 
York. Guests performing live are 
Robert Palmer, Whitney Houston, 
The Monkees, The Hooters (?) and 
Mr Mister (amongst others), 
presenting awards are Huey Lewis 
and Janet Jackson (who confirms 
many “Is Jacko Wacko?”-type 

one particular category from the 
safety of her dressing room instead 
of on stage). Receiving awards are 
Dire Straits, Madonna (who walked 
on to the Palladium stage and said 
“Hi, is this New York? I’m so tired I 
don't know where I am!”) and Robert 
Palmer whose video for “Addicted To 
Love” enjoyed “heavy rotation" on 

Unfortunately, the Pet Shop Boys 
lose the Best New Band Award to 

auditorium audience (most of whom 
are clad in “rock 'n' roll attire” as 
requested on the invite) “whoopin'” 
and "a-hollerin"’ when they perform 
funky rearranged live versions of 
“West End Girls" and “Love Comes 
Quickly". Actually, only Neil sings 
“live”; Chris just stands there looking 
■ bright yellow rubber 

soulful backing singer Ava Cherry, 
and ver lads “deliver a tight set”, as 
they say, despite the fact that their 
stage monitors have broken and they 
can t hear a thing they're doing (or so 
they say). Rock n' roll eh? 

After much autograph signing and 
socialising at the "exclusive” aprds 
bash party (about a zillion people, 
none of whom seemed to know each 
other but all of whom were hoping 

they don’t get very far - the jc 

religious nuts grasping banne 
—1 “Video Stars Are I 

But, wisely, he does not get ou 

VVS 
I an awesomely profoui 
r painful speechby the 

stacie looking like a baddie from 

“In a very short space of time 

Continues 
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Sound 
Of 
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FALCO 

t Sie machen alle Musik for toys, girls an big tall man 
| it’s Otis Redding, he is sitting on the dock of the bay 
| listen to the band, listen to the big-band, to the bang-bang, 
| to the bang-bang, blow horn 

7” 12” OUT NOW 
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20 TOP TRACKS BY ORIGINAL ARTISTS 

BIG COUNTRY FIVE STAR 

FINE YOUNG CANNIBALS 

PAUL HARDCASTLE 

TEARS FOR FEARS 
AND MANY MORE 





THE HISTORY OF THE G 



RAMOPHONE RECORD 
ntion of rock’n’roll...) 
something we ail take for granted - we play 
h them, we spill Special Preserve 
we get completely fed up with them and toss 
window... Rarely do we ponder on all the 
tears and toil that went into their invention 
w, for the first time (hem hem) we relate the 
ophone record came to be an object in 
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talking with the taxman 

BILLY BRAGG 

Jf Aea ABOLIT POETRY 



THE POLICE 
DON'T STAND SO CLOSE TO ML '86 



PAT BENATAR 
In The Heat Of The Night 

^ Any two for £& 
'M 'One for £2.99. 

HOWARD JONES 

////////// ® 

Now you can pick up any two of 

these cassettes for a fiver. Or any one 

of them for £2.99. 

And of course, this is just 

a small selection from a huge 

range we’ve reduced, including 

big names like Queen, UB40, HMV 

Fleetwood Mac, Police and Chris 

de Burgh. But these cassette offers can’t 

last long. They’re for a limited 

period only starting on Monday 

September 22nd. 

So don't pause, just fast 

forward to your nearest HMV 

The World’s Best Music Stores. 

ILL OFFERS SUBJECT TO AV/ 









THIS WEEK IN JUST SEVENTEEN 

nmi. VWI ,„w„ 
+ Features# Fashion # Fiction # Beauty and much much more 

mi 

Day after day becomes more or a grind 
Bills pile up money’s harder to find 
Trying to oet ahead getting further behind 
If I don’t dive up I’m aonna lose my mind 



. 
.... 

’C**^/r>rvt*4---^ BVIVIAIIJ! 

Please send me my personal cop/ ol Jeff Banks symaiuCollection 

IRS/MISS/MS^_ 

ADDRESS ► _ 



Blood & 
Chocolate 
The New Album from 

Elvis Costello and 
the Attractions 

Out Now on IMP Records, Available on 
Album,Cassette and Compact Disc. 



P.S. There's also something quite good about Billy Idol, Nik 
Kershaw, The Fall, The Pretenders and just about every other 

pop "icon" you care to mention! 



ONE SUNDAY AFTERNOON A COLLECTION OF POP STARS GATHERED IN A 
CHARITY RECORD. THIS TIME THE CAUSE WAS ANTI-HEROIN - BUT WILL II 

"IT'S JUST A 
THE ONLY 

/- 'c k utside the famous Abbey 
Road studios (where the 
Beatles recorded millions 

of their records) about 50 young 
fans, mostly girls, are gallivanting 
about disturbing the quiet 
Sunday afternoon hush of this 
leafy London suburb. They’re 
waiting to greet the stars who 

afternoon recording an anti¬ 
heroin record called “Live-In 

Twins who’ve just flown in from 
Ireland and simply can’t stop 
talking about how important this 
all is - after all they did make 
their own record about heroin, 
“Don’t Mess With Dr Dream”, last 
year. The government, mutters 
Tom angrily, and the 
umemployment they’ve caused, 
are responsible for a large part 
of the problem anyway. 

“That’s the first thing we’ve got 
to do,” he growls, “get rid of this 
government!’’ 

Out in the corridor Fish from 
Marillion is being a little more 
philosophical. He is, after all, 
someone who has actually taken 

“Never again,” he says, clearly 
shocked that he can have been 
quite so daft. “It’s not worth it.” 

A bit further down the 
corridor impromptu 
rehearsals are taking 

place - Kim Wilde, Hazell 

LOT OF PEO 
THING THEY 
O’Connor and Precious Wilson tl 

Soon they’re joined by Sinitta 
(who’s here with her mother), C 
Hazell Dean and Bonnie Tyler. 
They battle on and on, even 
when Daryl Pandy - the huge 
soul singer on Farley Jackmaster 
Funk’s “Love Can’t Turn Around” 
(who wobbles on his back on 
Top Of The Pops) - insists on 
drowning out the whole place 
with his “inspired” vocal 

“I never take drugs,” he 

bigger high from ‘House^music 

hometown of Chicago) and,” he 
adds, “the biggest high of all is 
from Jesus Christ...” 

microphones and made to sing 
the chorus over and over and 
over again. It all goes smoothly 
apart from Alannah Currie and 
Holly Johnson distracting 

“Sing from up here and release 
the pressure here,” he says, 
darting his hand over his huge 
forehead to explain what he 

“It’s an important thing to do,” 
oily says afterwards, explaining 
tat Paul and Nasher are 

supposed to be turning up later. 
(They don’t.) 

The Pogues. They don’t look at 
all impressed by what’s going on 
- they walk away when people 
try to talk to them, hide outside 

then sneak off without having 

rendition of “Living Doll”) behind 
the wheel of his green Rolls 
Royce, bounces up the steps and 

3, “Live Aid _ 

learn from it.” But why this 

re damaging 

ople we’re 
for 
If they carry 

vii vi start taking drugs the 
chances are they will have no 
effect whatsoever on this earth 
and they might as well not have 

“I don't understand, from my 



.ONDON STUDIO TO MAKE ANOTHER 
)0 ANY GOOD? WELL, THEY CLAIM. . . 

PLE DOING 
CAN DO." 
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ORCHESTRAL MANOEUVRES IN THE DARK 
(forever) Live and die ^ 

ne feel at home (hey you) 



EXAMS? 
Get all the help you’ll need... 

revision and help with preparation - so that the exam room will hold no surprises. Work Outs contain: 
• All necessary facts clearly presented • Hints on how to tackle particular problems 
« Worked examples of actual and typical exam questions to reinforce your knowledge and understanding 
• Further exercises and check tests to help you assess your own progress 
• Available through W H Smith and all good booksellers at only £4.95 Work OutaX A Level too! 





Buy a Young Persons Railcard now 
and get money off money off. 

Don't suppose there's any chance you could splash 
out £12 before the end of October, is there? 

If so, you won't only get a Young Persons Railcard 
and be able to travel for at least a third (often a half) off 
the normal fare for twelve whole months ... Wow. 

You'll also be able to take advantage of a voucher 
which gives you another £5 off any rail journey you like 
within the first month. 

For the full fascinating facts, ask for our special offer 
leaflet. Off off down the station then. 

^ Were getting there 



W/NTHE ICICLE WORKS 
PLAYING LIVE IN YOUR HOME! 
FULL COMPETITION DETAILS AVAILABLE WITH THE 
7" SINGLE INCLUDING A FREE 3-TRACK CASSETTE 

^4® «**€***/ 

ALSO ON 4-TRACK 12" SINGLE 



DOMANI. 

ENTER THE DOMANI/PIONEER HI-FI COMPETITION. DETAILS AVAILABLE AT ALL START-RITE STOCKISTS. 





Meet 4 few 
of cm past 
exawmts. 

At a final of the758 Rock School Competition, Its 
the examiners who sit behind the desks making notes. 
You're up on stage playing them. 

The seventh 758 Roch School Competition is 
about to start So if you're between the ages of 15 and 
19 and In a band at school, or think you can form 
one, then this Is your chance to show your talent and 
musicianship. 

And a chance to put yourself In line fora first prize 
worth £2,000 plus the opportunity of a recording 
session at the BBC's Maida Wale studios, and £1000 
worth of equipment for your school. 

The other groups in the final will receive prizes 
totalling a further £2,000. 

All you have to do to enter Is put down on a 
cassette two tracks, one of which must be an original 
composition, and send your entry to us by 51st 
Decemberl986. 

You couldjust find yourselfplaylng In front of some 
very distinguished professors of rock at The Camden 
Palace next April. 

For full details of how to enter 758 Bock School 
Competition 1987, simply send off the coupon or call in 
to any 758 branch for details of rules and entry forms 

I Postnowto:T5Bflock5chcolCompemicn,7rotman8iCoUmite<l, j 
I FREEPOST, Richmond, Surrey TW10 SBft 

000 

i___z_i_u 



-ftEWflflTEASER 

JERMAINE 
11 ALBUM AND CASSEETTE 

INCLUDES THE HIT HIE 

WE DON'T RAVE ID TAKE OUR CUES OFF 

CASSETTE INCLUDES EXTRA TRACKS 



ROBERT PALMER 
DISCIPLINE OF LOVE 

ffiSKTSSS! 










